Surgical Guide Healing
The Surgical Guide Healing is our version of “psychic surgery.” In this healing, you open up the
5th chakra level of the energy field and hold a very high, clear vibration at this level. Then you
invite your own healing guides to come forth to conduct a very deep healing for your client.
It’s important to hold a steady, calm and open energy field and to work from all three levels of the
field while doing this healing. The healing guides are often experienced like a surgical team.
There may be one or many of them. And they often come in with tools and surgical instruments.
You are an observer in this healing and you can choose to witness what they are doing. You are
not “doing” anything except holding the gate open for them through the 5th layer of the field.
They may do microsurgery, working at the cellular or even the DNA level. Or they might work on
a bigger level, like actual surgeons. Use this healing for clients where actual surgery is called for.

When to Use this Healing
1.

After an actual surgery, to repair the auric field and clean up the surgery site energetically.

2.

To remove the energetic aspect of an illness like cancer that cloaks the organ or body part
so the illness is not seen by the immune system as foreign.

3.

Use this healing as you would for any area that would need surgery: cancer, tumors, growths
of any kind, adhesions, clogs, stones, etc.

Surgical Guide Technique
1.

Perform a quick Chakra Balance (5-6mins.) while holding all 3 levels of your energy field,
setting a solid container for surgery. During the Chakra Balance, build your energy up
through your physical body, emotional body and mental levels of consciousness.

2.

Stand at the part of the client’s body that you will be working on. Feel the 7 levels of the
auric field over the site to assess the extent of (surgical) damage to the field or which levels
are most affected.

3.

Build up the energy using the blue 5th chakra level template energy grid to open the field for
the healing guides to come through. (Use the crystal bowl audio to hold the level.) The
guides tell you when the healing begins and ends. Stay open to them: you are holding the
field and the intention so they can do their work. Being still and staying conscious is
essential. This healing takes a huge personal charge - stay full and highly charged, fully
vibrating the 5th chakra gateway to be open.

4.

Sit or stand in a relaxed way - get your arms supported and comfortable. Then simply remain
vibrationally open in the 5th level and hold the color of sky blue throughout your entire field.
Keep your energy fully charged for the healing as well as for the removal of instruments.
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5.

The guide’s hands will work through yours. They bring in surgical gear similar to what is in an
operating room through your 5th level and down your arms. Some equipment stays for the
entire operation, some just comes in and out as needed. The guides may also bring through
many forms of spiritual tools, new chakras, crystals, etc. to do their work.

6.

Your hands are still and will become immobile. You will be allowed to move them when the
guides are done. It can feel strange but your job is just to hold the 5 th level full and allow
them to do the work. They need you to set the space, open the door to the human realm for
them with your energy, then they do their job and you clean up and balance the system. You
are the surgical assistant and the hospital; the surgeons do the work and tell you when it is
over by leaving.

7.

If the healing is taking too long and the client’s time is up, you can ask to speed it up but you
may not go into Will to force timing or outcome. The guides are in charge and you have to
trust the process.

8.

When they are done, you will feel the guides pull out and your hands will be able to move
again. Be patient, it takes time to close.

9.

After surgery is done, energetically re-weave the 7 levels of the field over the site to fill and
restructure the aura at each level. There will be much more energy available to the chakras
as a large energetic drain has been removed. Hold both hands just above the surgery site,
raising them a little for each layer:
• Chakra 1 Level - Charge and clear, repair by restructuring with thin blue lines
• Chakra 2 Level - Clear, sweep gently, charge and balance
• Chakra 3 Level - Charge and clear, repair by restructuring with thin yellow lines
• Chakra 4 Level - Clear, sweep gently, charge and balance
• Chakra 5 Level - Charge and clear, repair by restructuring with spiritual template indigo lines
• Chakra 6 Level - Clear, sweep gently, charge and balance, synchronize with all lower levels
• Chakra 7 Level - Charge and clear, repair by restructuring with thin gold lines. Ask your guides to place a
healthy, gold immune system screen over the top of the site that will filter out toxins and negative energies.
Feel gold light pouring through every level of the field.

10. Do a quick Chakra Balance all the way through the 7th.
11. Then sweep the entire field from feet to head for all 7 chakra levels, holding each of the
chakra colors in your own field to integrate the healing throughout their energy field.
12. Standard Closing:
• Hold both hands hovering over the 6th chakra, palms down, sending hand on bottom.
• Send indigo energy going down through the body on the exhale breath. This allows
them to see themselves in a different way.
• Bring up orange energy on the inhale breath to help them feel themselves in a new way
as well as helping them hold and integrate the changes to their energy field.
• Close the field. Lift your hands over your head and sweep them down in a circle to help
seal up their energy field after the work they received. Use the color gold for this.
• Close the front and back of your 2nd chakra to complete the healing for you.
Give your client time to settle and integrate on the table, before gently bringing them back.
Ask the client to share about their own experience first.
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